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“Portronics holds up its reputation for offering 

great product at a unbeatable value”Premium 
Components

Fail-safe
Protection

!

Model  : Konnect L

Product Code : POR 1439 (White),  POR 1438 (Grey)

Connector : Type C to 8 Pin USB

Length  : 1.2M

Function : Charging & Data Sync

Wire Material : TPE + Nylon Braided

Output : 20W Quick Charge

Warranty : 6 Months

Type-C To 8 Pin USB PD Cable

KONNECT L

6 MONTHS
WARRANTY

699`
MRP

1.2 M Long Durable Cable : The Konnect L is about 1.2 M long 

and this feature allows for maximum convenience of the 

user. Not only is the cable length ample it also is durably built 

which ensures that no matter how roughly its handled no 

harm is done to it!

20 W PD Quick Charge (For 8 Pin USB) : The Konnect L cable 

for 8 pin USB is an efficient cable for Apple smartphones 

charging and is as powerful as its Apple counterparts. You 

can plug in yourApple smartphone for lightning speed 

charging!

TPE & Nylon Braided Cord : The cable has been designed for 

optimal results and keeping this in mind it has been built with 

TPE and has further been nylon braided to ensure longevity 

and safe upkeep.

Tangle Resistant : Isn’t it frustrating when we are in a hurry to 

charge our devices, and while pulling out the charger find it 

all entangled up? This is why we came up with this feature 

that will not only make charging hassle free but also ensure 

the cable’s longevity.

Fast Data Sync : Sync data from two devices with accuracy 

and ultra speed. The cable allows zero glitches and ensures 

distortion free exchange of data. You can use the cable to 

transfer large amounts of data continuously from one 

device to another!


